Press Release
Galileo Group AG expands to
North America
Globally active Conigma™ clients and increasing demand from the
USA drive expansion internationally; SCM Solutions will be one
North American partner for Galileo's distribution and consultancy
Las Vegas, October 3, 2007- The Galileo Group AG, one of the leading
suppliers of software solutions for application and transport management for
use with SAP® applications, has announced its latest partnership agreement
with SCM Solutions Inc., based in Victoria, BC, Canada. The Galileo Group will
now be represented in North America not only by its technology partner CA
(formerly Computer Associates) but also by CA's integration partner SCM
Solutions, which concentrates on consultancy and integration activities in the
United States of America – in New York, for example – while also operating in
Australia.

In taking this step, the Galileo Group is responding to considerable demand
from its Conigma™ clients, who are increasingly using its Application
Management products for use with SAP solutions not only throughout Europe
but also in IT factories located in different continents. And with the mounting
success of Conigma in Europe, the Galileo Group confidently expects to see
worldwide sales rise. This is where SCM Solutions has a vital role to play: after
many years as CA's integration partner, with experience in Software Change
Management, Project and Portfolio Management and the fields of Service Desk
and Service Support, SCM Solutions will be an optimal distribution partner – not
least of which is due to its broad client base.

"The USA is clearly a developing market for Conigma, where many of our
customers also use solutions from SAP,” explained Malte Klassen, CEO of the
Galileo Group. “SAP has experienced increased sales in North America, and it
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is crucial for us to be able to serve our clients in North America as well. By the
very nature of our products, we are addressing not only isolated organizational
units within our client companies but teams working over several continents which are growing in importance."

Today’s announcement was made at TechEd ’07 Las Vegas, SAP’s largest
technical education conference.
About the Galileo Group
The Galileo Group AG is one of the leading providers of Application and
Transport Management solutions for use with SAP applications. The Conigma
suite integrates administration and processes for seamlessly developing,
adapting and customizing SAP solutions with existing IT support infrastructure,
such as procedures for allocating software (ABAP™, TMS and Java CMS). This
results in significant rationalization potential based on the more efficient,
automated development and change processes. In addition, IT compliance
initiatives are given optimal support by means of wide-ranging workflow
functionalities and the detailed recording of all procedural steps.
The clients of Galileo Group include LSV (Landwirtschaftliche
Sozialversicherung), Postbank, Siemens AG and Züricher Kantonalbank.
Galileo Group AG may be found in the Internet under http://www.galileogroup.de.
###
Conigma is a trademark of Galileo Group AG.
SAP, ABAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries all over the world.
All other product names and brand names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective companies or other holders
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